UNIT
1. Friends page 5

LESSON 1

LESSON 2

LESSON 3

Vocabulary

Grammar: auxiliary verbs
Vocabulary:
verbs/adjectives+prepositions
Can do: make generalisations

Grammar: Present Simple
and Present Continuous
Vocabulary: using a
computer
Can do: write an informal
email

Phrasal verbs

The tree of
friends

2. Media page 19

Grammar: the passive
Vocabulary: talking about
media
Can do: give opinions and
agree/disagree

Grammar: defining
relative clauses
Vocabulary: TV
programmers
Can do: deal with
problems

In the news

The front page

3. Lifestyle page 33

Grammar: talking about the
future
Vocabulary: describing
homes
Can do: write a letter
complaint
Grammar: question tags
Vocabulary: phrasal verbs
Can do: make small talk at a
party

Grammar: comparatives
and superlatives
Vocabulary: adjectives
describing places
Can do: compare cities

Grammar: Present Perfect
and Past Simple/use of for
and since
Vocabulary: time
expressions
Can do: retell a simple
narrative in your own
words
Grammar: Past Simple and
Past Continuous
Vocabulary: common
collocations
Can do: describe an
importan event from your
life
Grammar: future possibility
Vocabulary: compound
nouns
Can do: make a formal
phone call

Prefixes and
siffuxes

Your dream
house

Confusing
words

What a waste!

Grammar: Present Perfect
Simple vs. Present Perfect
Continuouns
Vocabulary: creative
activities
Can do: suggest and respond
to ideas
Grammar: Past Perfect
Simple
Vocabulary: descriptive
language
Can do: describe a
memorable photo
Grammar: subject and object
questions
Vocabulary: education
Can do: describe a learning
experience
Grammar: Second
Conditional
Vocabulary: talking about
cities
Can do: talk about cause and
result
Grammar: make, let, allow
Vocabulary: work
Can do: present ideas to a
gruop

Grammar:verb patterns
with –ing or infinitive
Vocabulary: describing
books and films
Can do: describe a
film/book

Grammar: First Conditional
with if/when/unless/as
soon as
Vocabulary: opposites
Can do: write a short
classified advertisement
Grammar: countable and
uncountalbe nouns
Vocabulary: food
Can do: recommend a
restaurant

Explaining
what you
mean

What are you
good at?

Grammar: uses of like
Vocabulary: places to visit
in a city
Can do: get around a new
place

Grammar: articles
Vocabulary: places to visit
in a city
Can do: get around a new
place

Expressions
with get

London in a day

Grammar: used to/would
Vocabulary: teachers
Can do: describe a
teacher from your past

Grammar: modals of ability,
past and present
Vocabulary: old age
Can do: talk about abilities
in the past and present
Grammar: Third
Conditional
Vocabulary: life changes
Can do:describe the effect
of important decisions

Idioms about
learning

School days

Word
building

Time for change?

Grammar: past
obigation/permission
Vocabulary: job
requirements
Can do: state routine job
requirements
Grammar: phrasal verbs
Vocabulary: common
phrasal verbs
Can do: write a thank you
letter

UK and US
English

Job
advertisements

The senses

The memory
game

4. Wealth page 47

5. Spare time page 61

6. Holidays page 75

7. Education page 89

8. Change page 103

9. Jobs page 117

10. Memories page 131

Grammar: I wish/if only
Vocabulary: memory
Can do: talk about wishes

Grammar: modal verbs of
obligation and prohibition
Vocabulary: qualities
Can do: make a respond
to invitations

Grammar: adverbs
Vocabulary: global issues
Can do: talk about
change/lack of change

Grammar: reported
speech
Vocabulary: -ing/-ed
adjectives
Can do: report
information
Grammar: review of past
tenses
Vocabulary: biographies
Can do: say different
types of numbers

COMMUNICATION

